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Herbal hints with a wide, complex
nose.

Generous, supple, tensed with a classy
concentration (small production),
licorice. 

Fiery, good expression of the calcerous
soils. 

Velvety texture supported by a good
acidity, cherry notes

TASTING 2017

Château Haut-Brisson was the first property acquired by Peter Kwok and his daughter Elaine in 1997. At the time of purchase, 8 ha surrounded
the house. Today, this chateau of 20 ha is located on the limestone plateau of Saint-Etienne-de-Lisse and the gravelly hilltops of Saint-Sulpice de
Faleyrens. The diversity of terroirs, combined with vines of an average age of 30 years, allows us to produce wines at optimum maturity that ex-
presses the terrior. The vineyards of Château Haut-Brisson is oriented southwards, and benefits from ideal exposures of sun.

In 2005, we implemented organic farming processes and the wines are certified organic* since 2010. With the acquisition of new parcels at the
end of 2015, the property restarts the organic farming conversion for the years 2016, 2017 and 2018.

The recently constructed cellar is adapted to accomodate the diferent phases of expansion of the vineyard. It is equipped with thermo-regulated
vats of small capacity, allowing vinification by plot which gives us more control.

*Agriculture Biologique or AB is an oicial certification for organic farming in France, which is awarded after rigorous and repeated inspections
of the land, production techniques and flora and fauna of the vineyard to ensure that the vineyard meets stringent European standards of organic
wine production. AB is a sign of sustainable farming, respect of natural balances, biodiversity and products of high quality whose production
have minimal impact on the environment and aim for optimal human health.

PRODUCTION 20 000 bottles

AGEING

GRAPE VARIETIES 90% Merlot - 10 % Cabernet Franc

35% new barrels - 35% 1-wine barrels - 30% 2-wine barrels
during 15 months

VINIFICATION
After a meticulous selection process on the vines and in the winery, the sorted grapes are filled
into stainless steel tanks or directly into Bordeaux barrels (about 10% of the harvest). This follows
the method of Vinification Intégrale. Our team is always present at the opening and closing of bar-
rels by our cooper partners for better quality control.

The vatting process lasts 30 days, operating a gentle extraction with pigeages in tank and stirring
in barrel. The juices are tasted daily in order to protect the expression of our fruit. These tastings
allow us to determine the day for the running off and pressing of the grape marcs. The resulting
juice is placed then in barrels for malolactic fermentation.

SURFACE 22 hectares

SOILS Clay-Limetone, Gravel, Brown clay-loam soil

CHÂTEAUHAUT-BRISSON 2017 - FACTS

HARVEST DATES October 2nd to October 15th
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«This shows a tightness and firmness that is unique for this estate with dark-berry and white-pepper cha-
racter. Full-bodied, compacted and polished. Very long and polished. This came from only the vineyards on
top of St.-Emilion. 50% of normal production.  »  James Suckling April 2017

JAMES SUCKLING - 92 - 93

“With a good depth of color, the wine is round, the textures are so, the uit has ripeness and
in the finish you\\\'ll find sweet cherries, licorice and eshness at its core. The wine was pro-
duced om a blend of 90% Merlot and 10% Cabernet Franc.-Jeff Leve April 2017

THE WINE CELLAR INSIDER - JEFF LEVE - 91

VINOUS ANTONIO GALLONI - 93
« The 2017 Haut-Brisson possesses striking aromatic presence and eshness to match its mid-
weight, sensual personality. Dark red uit, cedar, tobacco and licorice infuse the 2017 with lovely
character and complexity. This is very nicely done. Readers will find a tasty, open-knit Saint-
Émilion that can be enjoyed with minimal cellaring.»  Antonio Galloni February 2020

« Dark fruits, chocolate, new leather, and spice-driven aromas and flavors all emerge from the 2017
Chateau Haut Brisson, which is 90% Merlot and 10% Cabernet Franc, from more gravelly soils, that was
raised in 35% new French oak. Nicely balanced, medium to full-bodied, and with a mouthfilling tex-
ture, it's a rounded, sexy 2017 that has loads to love. Give bottles a few years and enjoy over the follo-
wing decade. »  Jeb Dunncuk February 2020

JEB DUNNUCK - 90

« Very deep purple-black in color, it has a decadent nose of crème de cassis, baked blackberries and
black forest cake with hints of licorice, tapenade and roses. The palate is big, rich, full-bodied and
full-on ripe with tons of black fruit preserves, spice and savory layers supported by plush tannins
and just enough freshness, finishing long.. »  Lisa Perrotti-Brown April 2017

ROBERTPARKER.COM - 89-91

NEAL MARTIN - 91
« The 2017 Haut Brisson was cropped at 20hl/ha due to ost and aged in 35% new oak. It has
a well-defined bouquet with blackberry, raspberry and crushed stone aromas, a light violet
scent emerging with time. The palate is medium-bodied with supple tannins, fleshy and quite
opulent although there is fine acidity on the peppery finish that keep everything in balance. It
needs three or four years in bottle but this is a well-craed and generous Saint-Émilion.»
Neal Martin February 2020


